
 
 

 

 

August 8, 2022 

Filed Via Erf 
Ms. Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20426 
 

Re:  Comments on ANR Pipeline Company Draft Environmental Reports for the 
Wisconsin Reliability Project  
Docket Number PF22-5-000 

 
Dear Ms. Bose: 

Wisconsin Infrastructure Investment Now, Inc. (WIIN) is a nonprofit organization, and 
its mission is to educate the public, elected officials and regulators on the societal and economic 
benefits of the responsible investment in infrastructure projects.  WIIN is aware of ANR Pipeline 
Company’s (“ANR”) Wisconsin Reliability Project (“WRP” or “Project”) and its prefiling of the 
Project with the Commission.  WIIN’s contributors and supporters include organizations and 
individuals that reside and/or work in the Project area and will be impacted by the proposed 
project.  WIIN appreciates the opportunity to submit comments.   

The Project was initiated because Wisconsin utilities expressed a need for additional 
natural gas.  Wisconsin is making great progress towards retiring coal-fired powerplants and 
installing more utility-scale renewable energy generation facilities.  However, natural gas will 
continue to be an important component of Wisconsin’s energy landscape.  The Project improves 
reliability and ensures Wisconsin will have access to the natural gas it needs to heat homes and 
run businesses. 

While the Project increases capacity on ANR’s system, the Project will result in an 
overall decrease in greenhouse gas emissions.  This is because ANR plans to use dual drive 
electric motor compressor units to replace existing gas-powered units along the system.  The 
resulting annual emissions reduction is the equivalent of removing 6,500 cars from the road. 

The Project is also expected to create 4,313 jobs generating $319.9 million in associated 
labor income.  The total economic impact of the project is estimated to be $1.1 billion, with 
$67.9 million in local and state tax revenue.  ANR is a landowner, taxpayer and employer in 
Wisconsin.  It has a long history of using local contractors and local skilled labor to construct its 
infrastructure projects.  In other words, ANR is a good neighbor who literally and figurately 
helps power Wisconsin’s businesses and homes. 
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Please include our support of ANR’s WRP project in Docket Number PF22-5-000.  
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment.  

 
 
Sincerely, 
 
/s/ Robb Kahl 
 
Robb Kahl 
Executive Director 
 

 


